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Abstract

From the Asia Cooperation Program on Conservation Science(ACPCS) 

of National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage(NRICH), I gained 

conservation and management experience and knowledges which are 

highly applicable at the Vat Phou World Heritage site. Firstly, Check list, 

Mapping, Tape Test and Digital Image Analysis are simple and useful 

methods which can be introduced to the site directly. If we can get chance 

to learn more about GIS program, GIS based Database Management 

System would also be very liable to put into practical use since the site 

office has been already using the program for general purpose. Lastly, 

there are more other methods which can diversify the studies on cultural 

heritage conservation in Laos; Rebound Hardness Test, Ultrasonic Test, 

Infrared Thermography, XRF Analysis and Hyperspectral Image Analysis 

etc. To realize those research however, new equipments are needed along 

with proper education so more cooperation between Korea and Lao would 

be essential. 
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Laos is full of Stone Cultural Heritages, 25% of National Heritage in Laos are stone objects and 
some items such as pre-historic tomb, plain stone jars, temples, Buddha or Hindu God statues, stele 
or others are highly valued in Laos.

Vat Phou World Heritage Site is one of the most popular touristic destination full of stone 
monuments. As many other Khmer Temples, it is also located at the Southern part of Laos along 
with Hintang Archaeological Park, Bronze Age site where huge plain jars were excavated and stone 
caves, which all take important role in Lao history.

Even though Laos has numerous stone heritages, Stone Cultural Heritage conservation is still 
considered as a new subject, since idea of stone conservation began on early days of this decade 
when the Vat Phou Temple Complex was recognized as a World Heritage Site. So to acquire more 
knowledge and experiences on this field, young conservators were dispatched for attending short-
term training course, seminar, or symposiums.

On this background, now we are on a step to deepen the research and studies on Vat Phou site 
in diversity. expecially in the field of heritage site monitoring. Because by proper monitoring only 
conservators can come up with suitable treatment or measures.

So far site managing personnel can utilize some popular computer programs as MS Office Series, 
Arc GIS, Autodesk AutoCAD, Adobe series like Photoshop or Illustrator or more, but all are used on 
the basics level. We needed to upgrade the quality of utilization and introduce new methodologies to 
enhance our own capacity, through the training in Korea.

Ⅱ. Stone Conservation Methodology in Korea

Most of Stone Cultural Heritages not only in Laos, are exposed to open air, suffering from 
natural and artificial deterioration. Some of them have been physically and chemically deteriorated 
or colonized by microorganisms such as algae and lichen. To find out a solution for conservation, it’s 
necessary to carry out research on identification of deterioration causes and mechanism.

Through endless studies and research, Korea has successfully preserved a wealth of high 
significant cultural heritage, some of which have been designated as a World Heritage by UNESCO. 
Korean researchers apply different treatment and analysing method to different types of stones  
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using hi-tech equipment. Furthermore, Korean museums and cultural heritage institutes run own 
laboratory each with proper detection and analysis equipment. On this basis Korean conservators 
could find out the exact damage factors and it’s solution, making adequate protection of the heritage 
possible.

One of the most useful and appropriate conservation technique I learned in National Research 
Institute of Cultural Heritage(NRICH), Korea, is Non-Destructive Test(NDT) method which is 
suitable for immovable properties like Temple, stupa and rock cave etc. I had my training in the 
Conservation Science Division of NRICH, in charge of monitoring and maintenance process on 
Stone Cultural Heritage. The division operates a regular checkup survey on actual condition of all 
items registered as Cultural Heritage of Korea. The group of conservation scientists and experts are 
dispatched to concerned site and updates the Cultural Heritage Database every five year by using 
Non-Destructive Analysing method (Jo et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012a; 2012b; Chun et al., 2013; 2014).

There are many different NDT skills, and following list is considered as most likely to introduce 
to Laos sites for actual use; (i) Check list; (ii) Mapping; (iii) Tape Test; (iv) Digital Imaging Analysis; 
(v) Rebound Hardness Test; (vi) Ultrasonic Test; (vii) Infrared Thermography; (viii) XRF Analysis; (ix) 
Hyperspectral Image Analysis, (x) Microscope examination and so on (National Research Institute of 
Cultural Heritage, 2014).

GIS based Database Management system for cultural heritage in Korea seemed useful and 
suitable for identification and conservation of those of Laos, too(Chun et al., 2014). But we need 
further assistance on how to apply and utilize the system.

Ⅲ. Application of Monitoring Techniques to the Field

 After a half-dozen years of gathering experiences from many different sources, in 2007-08 a 
research on conservation of ancient monument at Vat Phou Temple Complex, focusing on physical 
deterioration and structural problems was launched. Through the research general stability 
problems of the whole structure of the site was identified as the Risk Map(Fig.1).

According to the map which shows severe risk situation of the Vat Phou site, conservation team 
from the site management office decided to issue a check list to record damage factors, track down 
aspects of changes occurring on the Monument and plan some urgent treatment work starting from 
buildings under the most critical condition. 
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Fig. 1.	 Risk	Map	of	Vat	Phou	site.

The knowledge and experience I obtained from Korea are really important and useful for 
conservation and monitoring of Vat Phou Temple Complex. Some techniques I learned are quite 
similar to what we have been doing in our site. For instance, Vat Phou site office also use the Check 
List but the Korean one has more detailed scientific categories than us. So we need to improve our 
original version of Check List in more detail to precisely identify material damages as Fig. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 2.	Check	List. Fig. 3.	Conservation	SUM.
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 When it comes to Mapping Method, even though we have had and knew how to use general 
computer programs such as Autodesk Auto CAD, Excel, Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator, 
we only utilized them for the basic purpose only. Thus, the Mapping Method I learned in Korea was 
very helpful to make more practical and precise deterioration map of the site. The trial application of 
Korean Mapping Method to Vat Phou site is shown as Fig. 4. With high resolution RGB picture, one 
coner of Northern sandstone building was analyzed and calculated deterioration factors using Auto 
CAD as Table 1.

Fig. 4.	Mapping	Method	used	for	analysis	of	weathering	aspect	of	sandstone	building.

*Damage Percentage(%)=Damage Area/Total Area  100

Table 1.	Damage	areas	estimated	by	Hatch	area	by	Auto	CAD.

Physical
Area
(㎡)

Damage*
(%)

Chemical
Area
(㎡)

Damage*
(%)

Biological
Area
(㎡)

Damage*
(%)

Crack - - Blackening1 35.274 52.41 Fresh 16.721 24.84

interval 0.109 0.16 Blackening Lichen 13.497 20.05

Lose - - Browning Moss - -

Peeled off - - Efflorescence1 Plant 1.7075 2.54

Powdering - - Efflorescence2

Next, the Tape Test method probably is the most simple method for material degradation 
analysis which could be easily used in our site. It is to measure the weight of sample tape which was 
attached on the surface of stone object.
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Fig. 5.	Digital	image	analysis	of	“Apsara”	of	Vat	Phou	Temple,	using	ENVI	program.
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Table 2.	Weathering	factor	automatically	estimated	by	ENVI	program.

Damaging	factor number	of	pixels rate(%)

Fresh area 6,744,343 67.2

Moss 281,014 2.8

Reddish-browning 702,536 7.0

Efflorescence 1,364,926 13.6

Blackening 943,405 9.4

Sum 10,036,224 100.0

Even though some analysing techniques are not so complicated to use, not all of the methods 
were applicable. For example, Hyper-spectral image analysis can provide information on not only 
weathering problems of stone object but also the rock properties and more precise data on biological 
agents. However to run such analysis, high cost equipment like Hyper-spectral camera or scanner is 
needed, which can only be accessible in some developed countries. But if the equipment is supplied, 
we have high possibility to make a good use out of it because we know how to do analyzing already.

Fig. 6.	Learning	how	to	use	Hyper-spectral	equipment		at	Beopjusa	Temple	Site.

Digital Image Analysis technique is also very simple method, too. Since I already knew how to 
use Image Programs like Photoshop or Illustrator, I only had to learn about ENVI program. ENVI 
is originally designed for satellite-data analyzing and just recently it has been used for Cultural 
Heritage area(Choi et al., 2014). Machinism is the same though, to categorize areas by color and 
calculate the number of pixels of each color set. Trial analyzing of Vat Phou site by Digital Image 
Analysis is shown as Fig. 5. Numerical values of individual damage factors can be seen in Table 2.

Finally, I would like to mention about the Database Management System using GIS program. 
This system is absolutely useful and extremely necessary for heritage management on our site as 
well as that of the whole country. Laos has been using GIS program for quite a long time, but we 
didn’t thought of relating the data with Cultural Heritage information. By GIS system we could 
manage the heritages more effectively because if we succeed in making the Database, with just one 
click we can get all fusion information that could enlarge the sight of research.
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Fig. 7.	 Inventory	of	the	Temple	Site	and	archeological	remains	in	the	Champasak	plain.
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Ⅳ. Conclusion

Based on the basic knowledge, equipment, computer software and monitoring system existing in 
our Vat Phou World Heritage Site office, some useful techniques gathered from ACPCS of  NRICH 
could be utilized as necessary. Check list, Mapping, Tape Test and Digital Image Analysis might be 
available to use immediately at the site for the conservation and monitoring. Database Management 
System using GIS is absolutely necessary for our cultural heritage management since it can 
provide comprehensive information complex with geological information and also Cultural Heritage 
properties. Moreover, it does not inquire complicated techniques or new tools. Methods mentioned 

above only need one-step improved skills so we only need some technical assistance to deepen the 
quality of conservation and management of Cultural Heritage.

Some other methods such as Rebound Hardness Test, Ultrasonic Test, Infrared Thermography, 
XRF Analysis, Hyper-spectral Image Analysis, CT Scanning, and Microscope examination need 
certain equipments for each. To apply these techniques to Laos, we absolutely need more cooperation 
with Korean experts in the future.

Acknowledgement
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Fig. 8.	 	The	main	monument	and	archeological	remains	within	the	Vat	Phou	Champasak	World	

Heritage	Area.
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 ① 편집위원회는 투고원고 마감 후 개최한다.

 ② 편집위원회는 본 학술지의 원고모집·심사와 그 외 편집 및 간행에 대한 전반적인 사항을 심의, 결정한다. 

 ③ 편집위원회는 편집위원장을 포함하여 15인 이내로 구성하며, 편집위원장 1인,편집위원  

      13인(학술지 분야별로 2인 이내) 이내, 편집간사 1인을 둔다. 편집위원장은 국립문화재연구소  

         보존과학연구실장이 맡는다. 편집간사는 담당 학예연구관이 맡는다.

 ④ 편집간사는 본 학술지의 원고모집, 논문심사 대상자에 대한 결과 통보, 학술지의 편집과 간행 실무 등 

        을 담당한다.

 ⑤ 편집위원의 임기는 2년이며 연임할 수 있다.

제5조(간행)

 ① 본 학술지는 매년 1회, 11월 30일에 간행하는 것을 원칙으로 한다.

제6조(원고투고)

 ① 본 학술지에 투고하는 원고는 국내·외 학술지에 발표되지 않은 글이어야 한다.
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